WANTED! 2016/2017
Tagged Western Monarchs

A circular tag (blue and white) is used by volunteers of the Southwest Monarch Study, coordinated by Gail Morris, Phoenix, AZ. swmonarchs@yahoo.com, or tag@swtag.org

Students from Salt Lake City and volunteers from Utah Envirothon mark the lower wings, blue-males, red-females. Ron Hellstern redrockron@gmail.com

A circular tag is used by Monarch Alert, citizen-based researchers/faculty from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. Francis Villablaco fvillabl@calpoly.edu

Washington State University uses a circular white tag to track monarchs tagged in the Pacific Northwest. David James davis_james@wsu.edu.

The Monarch Program (California Monarch Studies, Inc.) has used rectangular forewing tags since the late 1980’s. David F. Marriott monarchprg@aol.com

Fluorescent orange circular tags (C0149-C1000 & B0676-B1000) tags are from MonarchQuestAZ, using a telephone number. The monarchs are exclusively tagged in Southeast AZ. Joe Billings sw.dplex157@yahoo.com

Please Post & Share monarchprogram.org
Reddish orange-less bold (C0001-C0148) tags are from MonarchQuestAZ, using a telephone number. The monarchs are exclusively tagged in Southeast AZ. Joe Billings sw.dplex157@yahoo.co

"Punchout Series" (0155-0459) tags are from MonarchQuestAZ, using a telephone number. The monarchs are exclusively tagged in Southeast AZ. Joe Billings sw.dplex157@yahoo.co